2018 STOSSEL BRIDGE RIGHT BANK REVETMENT REPAIR
SNOQUALMIE RIVER RM 21.7
LAT 47.667041, LONG -121.923158
**CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCING NOTES:**

1. Install rock bench up to 50' elevation, leave space for bumper log or construct in conjunction.
2. Install bumper log (ELEV 46-50).
3. Install large wood elements and slash.
4. Assemble bumper boulders 2 and 3.
5. Total weight per large wood element shall equal 14 tons.

**LAYER PLAN:**

- Layer 1
- Layer 2
- Layer 3
- Layer 4

**TOP OF BALLAST ROCK LIFTING EYE DETAIL:**

- Eye nut – Secure by adding epoxy to threads prior to tightening. Max torque 80 ft-lb
- Nut – Secure by adding epoxy to threads prior to tightening. Max torque 80 ft-lb or pen threads.